Being, in the words of Yves-Alain Bois, "the entropic invasion par excellence"2 the Merzbau exposes modernism to the problems of mold and eternity, accentuating the homogenization processes between ruin (the adamic regress anachronism that, in modernism, is placed as an opposing contraction of the unchanging everyday life) and superego (self-perfection as a guide for a "to be once again"), specific of the modernist conceptions of the subject creator.
of affirmation and extension, through editorial, of the constructivist plastic culture in the European artistic panorama.
Kurt Schwitters5 inserts himself in a vision shared by his friends and accomplices El Lissitzky (Merz-Nasci, 1924) and Adolf Behne (Biologie und kubismus, 1915) in which a scientific notion of shape and the commendation of the machine are just part of a whole in which prevails, especially since the 20's, the view that this new form/transformation of matter/cube-morphization of space is an extension of the natural world and not its rejection. On one hand, this is a subjective process of gathering-accumulation-construction that converges on a symbiotic object. In each correction, addition, collage and overlaps, it highlights and complicates the fortified determinism of paragraph #5 of Waldhausenstrasse. But, on the other hand, it is a migrant work inside the building itself in the first four years, 1923-1927 , of residence in Hanover.
The "fear of emptiness", which, according to Gwendolen Webster, is one of the driving forces of Merzbau was held always in a tense situation of lack of space.
In the light-dark of the caves the healing rest, the anonymity, the secret of presence associates with the eminence of extinction, the organic of the Self, to its the atomization into dust. The Merzbau appears then as the visible part of that atomism, as the modern monument in the slow crumbling of the great transcendence (the supreme being) and unifying wholeness (the social order); this monolith made with mud from the heaven of culture, this object of culture of crisis is in itself the finished product of the separation of all human activities. To live in freedom and at the same time at disguise, to open the doors and at the same time to protect themselves, seem to be antithetical companions in the Hanoverian studio. ontological fragility and as a synthesis of creative diversity; diversity which is also provided by the conceptual opposition between two architectural forms present in the Merzbau: the cave and the tower.
The invasive housing of the cave is also the archetype of two essential space-moments of human life, the womb and the grave, birth and death. The tower is a recurring architectural element in medieval legends where it is an example of an air prison but also the dream of immortality. These two architectural bodies also essencialize the presence of two Self's (Ich) in the transformed building. The Self of the conscious, rational and intentional self-image (clearly exposed clearly by k. Schwitters in his Ich und meine Ziele (1931) -me and my projects), of a Self in which the bourgeois-artist-clown is aware and respects the time limits of its cover and of its exoticism and a second Self, who hides in a cave, which turns inside out without prospects or desire to return: the "regressive return to the social irresponsibility of childhood". This second Self, which makes use of non-verbal language and mimicry, which overlaps the word-sound to word-sense, the non-objective image to narrative-image; that confronts, disrupts and sabotages the humanist self-image, that Self is the sum of "to pretend play (with) doing over and over again". A fake and a repeat6 that births the organic deterioration of memory and the effort to thwart the disease of forgetfulness, to remember, to secure through a montage at the same time beautiful and painful to the absence, to the genuine experience (of friendship, of artistic and existential communion, of fatherly love) but hopelessly passed.
The negative stress and the moralistic disbelief with which Alexander Dorner, the "main promoter of the artistic avant-gardes of Weimar Germany", 7 points out the project of Kurt Schwitters8 as a conceptual antithesis of geometric rationalism and para-architectural of the Prounraums and of the Cabinet des Abstraits of Lissitsky serves, as will be noted later, to illustrate the analysis that Patricia Falguières makes of the Merzbau as a collection and not as construction. For our study, this regression, the return to the childhood, not only has this character of a sick and uncontrolled Self, but 6. Kurt Schwitters knows through his graphic work that the world of technical rationality, the bourgeois world, does not tolerate these irregularities, that it observes the disinhibition, the social incontinence with disbelief and suspicion. It is necessary to make a digression to try to understand the incomprehensible: the permanence of Schwitters in Nazi Germany during 4 years. The artistic retreat had the same anthropological quality of religious retreats for K. Schwitters:14 art was the place where ideologies didn't enter, they stood at the door, and men who in the crowd were divided between comrades and enemies became just men (Gamard, 2000, p. 27-30) .
This escapist conception, the art as a refuge, as a temple 
POSTSCRIPT: KDE CIRCA 1931
The name KdE (cathedral of erotic misery) is a simple title. It can be said that KdE is the synthesis, in a pure form, and with a few exceptions, of all the important things or not, carried out by me in the last seven years of my life but where a certain literary form has been sneaked. It had a size of 3.5 x 2 x 1 m and had at first a huge electrical installation that was destroyed by a short circuit: in its place now there are, everywhere, small Christmas lights that provide the construction and its veneer a clarity proper to dark places; but these lights are not an integral part of the composition. But anyway, when they are on, the lights lend to the set the appearance of a Christmas tree that looks unreal and illuminated at the same time.
[…] All the caves are characterised by essential compounds of varied origins: In that place we find the treasure of the Nibelungen with all its brilliant wonders, the Kyffhauser castle with its stone table, the Gotheana grotto with a Goethe leg serving as a relic accompanied by pencils used to the last by poetry; the town of the personal union having on it the shadow of Brubswick-Luneburg with houses of Weimar carried out by Feininger and the acronym of the city of Karlsruhe whose project was carried out by me; the sadistic grotto where the atrociously mutilated body of a young girl deserving of wailing rests; a colorful grove of tomatoes and rich offerings; the Ruhr region with its true lineage and the true coke of the gas factory; the art exhibition with paintings and sculptures of Michel-Angelo and mine and whose only visitor is a dog with a leash; the head of a dog with toilletes and the red dog, to the left the organ that we must touch so that it plays "sweet night, holy night", before it played "come my little ones"; the disabled by the war at ten per cent with his daughter who has no head but who still bears well; Mona Haousmann, composed by a reproduction of the Mona Lisa with the face of Raoul Haousmann which made her completely lose her stereotyped smile; a brothel with a three-legged lady conceived by Hannah Hoch, and the great grotto of love.
(Kurt Schwitters in Merz n. 12, 1931) 
